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”INSTITUTIONAL STRENGHTHENING”

Ladies Healthy political life demands from healthy and independent institutions to guarantee social
harmony and real democracy away from partisanship. Unfortunately, we have been living a debasement of
the system, hardly noticing it. Power has become more and more powerful, excluding or controlling the
counterbalances existing till now. The result is a society democratically poorer, legal insecurity and increase
in costs.

Economic area.
-

Reinforce the independence of the Banco de España, armoring the inspectors and publishing
the reports.
Reduce dependence of the large public sector firms with professional and independent
regulatory bodies.
Reinforce the National Competition Commission to avoid abuse of dominant positions and anticompetitive practices.

Legal area.
-

Recover the legal power for judges, allowing people not linked to any legal association (around
50%) voting for anyone (members or not members).
Independence of the Constitutional Court, valuing its competences and avoiding to amend the
Supreme Court. ¿Organ of constitutional control of the Supreme Court?

Professional area.
-

Invigorate professional colleges by appealing offers for the members who compensate their
affiliation.
Democratic guarantees inside the governing bodies of the colleges.
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-

That would give economic independence and therefore, independence of the government.

Institutional area.
-

Revalue the Council of State: open doors, explaining videos, etc.
Depoliticise the Court of Auditors and spread the reports of the auditors without passing
through the filter of the advisors.
Armed Forces. Appointment and dismissals of Generals decided by the military leadership, as in
U.S.A.
University: Debureaucratisation of the University, to allow it to become the think tank of
society, as it should be.

Means.
-

Professionalize criteria to grant TV and radio licenses, to avoid arbitrariness.
Prohibit press conferences without questions

Obviously, all that demands from everyone to assume their institutional responsibilities, that’s to say, a
change in values in a way that everyone assumes seriously the liabilities derived from their position.
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